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Chapter 1 : Record decline in teenagers learning to drive, figures show
Learn to drive a car in the UK - get a provisional licence, take driving lessons, prepare for your theory test, book your
practical test Learn to drive a car: step by step - theinnatdunvilla.com Skip to main.

Learning to drive can be a stressful, time-consuming and financially draining experience. And it can seem
daunting and overwhelming to learners. But most of us need to drive. The chances are that someone close to
you owns a car, so get them to show you the key parts before your first lesson. Knowing your way around a
vehicle beforehand might make it easier when your instructor comes to explain to you how to drive a car. But
just be aware that if you get an automatic driving license, you will not be permitted to drive a manual car.
Most people spread their driving lessons out over several months but you can also take an intensive driving
course if your budget allows. If you decide to spread out your lessons, we suggest block booking them with at
least one or two lessons per week for weeks in advance. Some instructors may also offer a discount for block
booking. Ring around the big driving schools and local approved driving instructors and question them on
their prices, qualifications, experience and track record. Word of mouth from people you trust is usually a
good way of choosing an instructor. It could save you time and money in the long run. Therefore, their advice
and methods on aspects such as mirror checks and speed are invaluable. Even though their advice will likely
be different to what you have observed as a passenger from other drivers. Also, make sure you shop around for
the best learner driver car insurance deals and check out our tips on what to look for when buying a car 7.
Your instructor should give you some theory learning resources once you understand the basics of driving. It
can only benefit your road knowledge and chances of passing. Whether it be stalling the vehicle under
pressure or getting a manoeuvre wrong, it is important to remain calm in these situations and not to worry
about what other drivers think. Just like you, they have been in exactly the same situation and should fully
empathise. Some mistakes will also go unpunished on driving tests providing you rectify them and react in a
safe and proper way. Practise responding in a calm way. Also book your next test right away. Leaving it too
long between tests may result in you forgetting certain things and end up costing you more money on further
lessons and tests. Learning to drive can be easier than you think. Hopefully these tips will help you get started.
Share this article via Email Your Name:
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Chapter 2 : BBC Radio 1 - BBC Advice - Driving - Learning To Drive
Driving tests and learning to drive or ride Popular services. Learn to drive a car: step by step; Apply for your first
provisional driving licence.

Some learners love every moment of it, whilst others dread every second of being behind the wheel. Utilising
resources such as this tutorial on how to drive a car can reduce the overall time it takes to reach test standard,
therefore reducing costs. This tutorial covers the basics in terms of the legal and safety aspects and the process
involved for driving a car with a manual transmission. Driving Legally In order to drive on UK public roads, a
driver must be at least 17 years of age and to have physically received their provisional driving licence. To
ensure you receive your licence in time for your 17th birthday, you may apply for it up to 3 months before the
day you turn See learning to drive for further details. There are no age restrictions or licence requirements for
individuals who have access to driving a car on private land. Certain driving schools who have access to
off-public road facilities offer driving courses for individuals under See driving at 16 for information. We are
all different sizes and heights, so setting up the car in order to easily reach all the controls is important in terms
of safety. D doors â€” Check that all the doors a shut S Seat â€” Move the seat forwards or backwards to that
you can press the clutch pedal to the floor but maintain a slight bend in your leg. S steering â€” Adjust the
steering or the back of the seat to that you can place both hands at the top of the steering wheel but maintain a
slight bend in your arms. If you can comfortably grip the top of the steering wheel, you can easily reach every
other control. S seat belt â€” Secure your seat belt and ensure there are no twists. Ensure passengers are
securely belted. M mirrors â€” Adjust the interior and door mirrors. For help setting up mirrors, see mirror
adjustment. The cockpit drill tutorial covers all of these safety procedures in much more detail. Before You
Drive The following instructions are for how to drive a manual car and are for beginners with little or zero
experience. If it is your first time behind the wheel: Choose a quiet residential street. Avoid using a country
road as these can in fact be dangerous, particularly for a novice driver. A road that is ideally as straight and as
flat to avoid rolling as possible Start from a normal parked position on the left facing the flow of traffic. What
we are going to do is to drive the car from a stationary position for a short distance and then pull up on the left,
secure and park the car. Ideally you are confident with vehicle setup DSSSM and the main controls detailed
within the cockpit drill tutorial. Finally, ensure your seat belt is secured, the handbrake is applied and the gear
stick is in neutral see how to change gears for further information if necessary. Now, before you drive, take a
look into your left door mirror; look at how parallel the car looks with the kerb and how far away the car is
from the kerb. How to Drive a Car Follow this guide and learn how to drive a car 1. Starting the Car Start the
car by turning the key clockwise till it stops for 1 to 2 seconds. Once you hear the engine fire up, release the
ignition key. Using your left foot, press the clutch down all the way to the floor and hold it there. Select 1st
Gear From neutral, using your left hand push the gear lever all the way to the left and once it stops, push it
straight up into 1st gear. Now place that hand onto the handbrake lever. Gently and slowly press the
accelerator pedal. You only need to press it a small amount, think roughly around 1 cm. Steady the pedal once
the rev counter reaches approximately rpm. Find the Bite Point The clutch allows you to change gear, so think
of the clutch as two plates that can join and separate. One plate is connected to the engine and the other is
connected to the wheels. When you put the clutch down it separates the plates allowing you to change gear.
You need to find the clutch bite point â€” the point in which the two plates begin to join and connect the
engine, gears and wheels. As you lift the clutch, the plates will begin to come together and you will hear the
engine change its tone and the car may creak a little. Handbrake You now need to release the handbrake.
Slightly raise it and pull in the button on the end. Now release the lever all the way down and place your hand
back onto the steering wheel. If your car has an electronic handbrake parking brake , there will be a button that
requires pressing. Moving the Car Off Very slowly and very slightly press down on the accelerator, whilst
simultaneously releasing the clutch. Shortly after the car has moved off and has gained momentum, you can
fully release the clutch all the way and remove your foot from the pedal. For further information, see how to
stop stalling the car. Clutch Wear Finding and using the clutch bite point is an excellent method for new
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drivers to move off and minimise the potential of stalling. This method does however increase clutch wear. As
you progress and gain confidence in clutch control, try releasing the handbrake, increasing the accelerator and
bringing up the clutch from the floor simultaneously without holding it on the bite point. This takes a little
more practice, but is easier long-term and reduces clutch wear. Driving Safety Procedures Part of the process
of learning how to drive a car are safety observations and procedures. Your supervising passenger will help
you initially with safety observations, but as you progress with moving off, you should include these
observations: Mirrors Just before you move the car off, the final thing you need to do is check the mirrors.
This is the internal mirror followed by the right door mirror. If there are any vehicles approaching from the
rear, wait till they pass and check your mirrors again. If all clear, check the: Blind Spot The blind spot is the
part that you cannot see in your mirrors. A cyclists or a small vehicle can easily be concealed in the blind spot,
so take a look over your right shoulder to ensure all is clear. Look Ahead If there are any vehicles or cyclists
approaching, give a right signal before moving off. If there are no road users or pedestrians that may benefit
from a signal, then you may still signal if you wish, or simply not do so. This is also acceptable on a driving
test. As you move off, steer half-turn of the wheel to the right and once you reach the centre of your side of the
road, straighten the wheel once again. Stopping the car We need to stop the car and park up on the left, similar
to how it was before we had a drive, ensuring it is a safe, convenient and legal position. Remember the left
door mirror mental photo? Before moving back over to the left: Check the internal and left door mirror If there
are any road users or pedestrians around, signal to the left. Cover the brake and the clutch. This means place
your feet on top of the pedals but do not press the pedals down. This is preparation to use the pedals and to be
in the correct position when doing so. Begin to slightly steer to the left. Making Progress That is essentially
the first lesson for learning how to drive a car. Keep practicing and as you gain in confidence, increase your
speed. See the changing gears tutorial for help. Below continues from the basics by pointing you to tutorials
that will prove beneficial. This tutorial helps with passing parked cars. This tutorial helps you understand how
to safely deal with cyclists and the use of cycle lanes. Road positioning â€” Ensure you are positioned
correctly whilst driving. Lane discipline â€” This is all about know what lane for where you need to go. Check
out these tutorials to ensure you do it properly. Crossroads â€” Crossroads can become complex, particularly
busy busy yellow box junctions. The 2 second rule is an easy to remember system for keeping a safe driving
distance. Country road driving â€” Statistically, the most dangerous roads are country roads. This tutorial
provides safe driving tips. Driving School or Private Lessons If you decide to use a driving school from the
start, the instructor will start off by covering the cockpit drill on your first driving lesson. They will also use
many routines which are covered on this site. Learning these and their meanings will help to reduce time and
costs. The following routines are:
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Chapter 3 : Learn to Drive B.B Driving SchoolProducts Services
Learn Driving UK have been providing driving lessons in Harrogate, Knaresborough, Ripon, Leeds, Scarborough,
Whitby, Pontefract and Wakefield for many years now. Our aim has always been to provide the highest quality driving
lessons to everyone.

Motoring and transport information Learning to drive The usual minimum age for driving cars is 17, but if you
receive the higher rate of the mobility component of Disability Living Allowance, you can drive at Driving
lessons and specialist driving instructors All new drivers should have professional driving lessons and learner
drivers with disabilities may want to look for instructors who have specialist knowledge of their needs. You
may wish to speak to a local specialist instructor at Disability Action. Look for instructors who have taken a
special course. Experienced instructors can teach you more than how to drive, including: If you are aged
between 16 and 24, Motability may be able to offer financial support towards the cost of driving lessons. Want
to learn to drive? Taking your driving tests You should book your theory test when you have a thorough
knowledge of the Highway Code and practical in-car hazard awareness. Only book your practical test once
you can drive unprompted. You must pass the theory test before you can book the practical test. The theory
test The theory test is made up of two parts â€” the multiple choice part and the hazard perception part. Some
of the multiple choice questions will be presented to you in the form of a case study. A case study shows a
scenario on which five questions will be based. The subject of the scenario will focus on real life examples
and experiences that you might meet when driving. The pass mark for the multiple choice part is 43 right
answers out of 50 questions. For the hazard perception part it is 44 out of a possible 75 points. You must pass
both parts of the theory test in the same sitting to receive your theory test pass certificate. Theory tests are
usually held at test centres, which are generally wheelchair accessible and offer specialist facilities for people
with disabilities. However, arrangements can be made for you to take the test at home or at a different centre if
your local centre is not accessible to you. The theory test system has been designed to be accessible and is
available in spoken as well as written format. Candidates with difficulty hearing can watch a video of the test
in British Sign Language. The test conditions can also be adapted if you have light-sensitive epilepsy. You can
ask for extra time for the multiple choice element of the theory test, but will need to provide supporting
evidence before this can be agreed. Please let the DVA know if you: When you book your test, let the DVA
know if you: This is to allow you to explain to your examiner the nature and function of any adaptations you
use and to allow you extra time to get in and out of the car. Driving examiners are specially trained to
understand any special needs that may arise from disabilities. How to book your theory or practical test You
can book your theory or practical driving test online or over the phone. Lines are open from 8.
Chapter 4 : Minimum ages and rules for learner drivers and riders | nidirect
Remember to drive on the left side of the road. If you drive on the right you will likely involved in a serious collision, or
killed, and will be arrested for dangerous driving which is a criminal offense and may end up with a custodial sentence.

Chapter 5 : BBC Consumer - Learning to drive: 7 ways to keep costs down
Learn to Drive is the best Leeds based B.B. Driving School in the UK. Fast pass courses Driving lessons quick pass
courses. Learn to Drive is the best Leeds based B.B.

Chapter 6 : How to Drive in the UK: 13 Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHow
Learn to drive in Norwich. I am an experienced, fully-qualified female Driving Instructor with a great reputation and an
above-average pass rate of 85% (compared with the Norwich published average of 50%).
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Chapter 7 : Driving tests and learning to drive or ride - theinnatdunvilla.com
Regardless of opinions, there's two things that are for certain; learning to drive a car is expensive and time consuming.
Utilising resources such as this tutorial on how to drive a car can reduce the overall time it takes to reach test standard,
therefore reducing costs.

Chapter 8 : Direct Line - There's a small problem
Take your driving lessons and learn to drive with AA Driving School. Our instructors will also help with your theory and
practical tests.

Chapter 9 : 10 useful tips for learning to drive | Driving Seat | Jardine Motors
This driving lesson video (theinnatdunvilla.com) from LDC - Learner Driving Centre shows the first practical driving
lesson of theinnatdunvilla.com has two sisters who found learning to drive a.
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